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THEORY OF STRUCTURES
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Instructions : l) All qucstions are compulsory.
2) Figures to the right indicate full marks.
3) Use of non-programmable calculatoris allowed.
4) Assume suitable data if necessary.

SECTION.I
What is 'Local lnstability' ofthe structural system? Explainwith suitable

A propped cantilever of span 'L' is acted upon by a central point load
'P'. The prop rests on elastic supporl (spring) having stiffness 'K'.
Detemine the prop reaction. Using the expression thus obtained for
prop r'eaition, determine the prop reaction when

i). 'K' tends to zero ii) 'K' tends to Infinity [11]

What is 'Maxwell's reciprocal theorem'? Explain it with suitable example.

IsI
Analyzethe beam AB fixed at A and roller supported against wall shown
in fig.l below by strain energy method. Draw SFD and BMD. Also
locate the point of contra-flexure if any.
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Q2) Analyze the portal frame shown in the fig.2 below by castigliano's theorem'

Also draw shcar force and bending moment diagrams' Io":Iu.:I, l-{I' [L8l

Q3) a)

b)

+m__-1
(FIG.2)

state and prove claperyon's theorem of three moments in general.for

varying N{.1. of spans and l"vel differences between supports. tsl

Analyzethe two span continuous beam ABC in which AB:BC:4m, is

fixed atA and ,i*ity suppofted at B and C. AUDL of 2OkN/m is placed

ifn""gfr""t.'Drti.ri loading supportA settles by 1Omm' Use three m9T:ll
ifr.o.I*"ldrbw SFb and BMD' Take EI: l0akN/m2' t11l

SECTIOI{-II

Q4) Analysis the structure as shown in fig. by Slope Deflection Method' Sketch

the BMD and SFD. [171
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Q5) Analysis the structure loaded as shown in fig. by moment distribution method.

Skctch thc Ill\4D ar-rd SFD.

Q6) A continuous beam ABC is roller support at A and B and is fixed at C. The

beam is subjected to concentrated anticlockwise moments of 10 KN.m and

30KN.m at Point A and Point B respectively as shown in fig. below. Analysis

.'' [171
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beam by Stiffhess Matrix Method. Sketch the BMD.
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Analysis the continuous beam loaded as shown in fig. by flexibility method.

Sketch the BMD and SFD.
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